
Who is the Northwest Accountability Project? 

The Northwest Accountability Project (NWAP) is a 501(c) (4) that claims to promote social welfare and 
shine a light on groups who have agendas based on hate and division. 

With ties to out of state billionaires like George Soros and Tom Steyer, the NWAP is a left-wing liberal 
front group created to misinform the public while attacking the Freedom Foundation. 

As the Freedom Foundation continues to successfully educate government union’s members about their 
rights, win litigation against the unions in court, promote state labor reform in the legislature and 
activate citizens to pressure their elected officials, we are beginning to see the rise of the radical left. 

Special interest groups and union bosses have long sought to buy the government through funneling 
money extorted as a condition of employment, to elect Democrat candidates who will do their bidding. 

The Freedom Foundations success in educating employees about their constitutional rights regarding 
union extortion has led to hundreds of thousands of lost campaigns dollars by those empowered 
employees who resist being forced to have their 1st amendment violated.  

Big labor and extreme leftwing special interest groups have never faced such an advisory. That is why 
they are teaming up and circling the wagons. For example, the NWAP recently brought on staff form the 
Washington State Labor Council and former Fuse Washington coordinators. 

This radical organization is a one-stop shop for left wings radical extremists like Bill Ayers, Van Jones, 
and others. With ties to groups like Acorn, moveon.org/ and billionaires George Soros, and Tom Steyer, 
there are plenty of reasons to ask questions. 

Unlike those in the past who dared ask questions about the union, only to be bullied, harassed and 
politically assassinated, the Freedom Foundation will not falter. With each lawsuit won, 2 more are filed.  

If the NWAP wants to “shine a light on groups who have agendas based on hate and division” maybe 
they should inform the public about their campaign to go after CEO Tom McCabe personally. Not only 
with social media, but mailing and calling his neighbors to warn them that they live near a dangerous 
extremist. 

Who is the Northwest Accountability Project? The NWAP is a radical leftwing organization that exists to 
spread lies, personal attacks, misinformation and covers up the fact that government unions are 
exploiting workers and violating the law to elect Democrats.  


